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GEPPO EDITORIAL 

GOGATSU 11- P, or �-Y ( SATSUKI t fl 'ln the Lunar Calendar) is the month 
of young leaves. When we see fresh green leaves, we also feel fresh. This is 
the time to go out and write haiku. 

GOGATSU is also the month when paper carps are flown from the Japanese 
roof tops where a son was born during the previous year. The family of a new 
born boy wish him to grow strong like a carp which has the strength to swim up 
a waterfall. 

KIGO Collection by Dr. Jun-ichi Sakuma 

We are very happy to announce that the editors of Haiku Journal are 
prepairing to publish the preliminary KIGO Collection compiled by Dr. Jun-ichi 
Sakuma. Editorial Announcement will be forth coming in a future GEPPO. 

May Meeting - May 10
1 

1980 

' Kiyoshi & Kiyoko 
Tokutomi 

The Secretary's Report 
- By Bobbie Ieiser -

1. Dr. Jun-ichi Sakuma 's book; Frequency of Kigo in English Haiku, is in 

the printing stage. It will be offered to the members in the near 
future. 

2. Award Ceremonies for the Third Annual International Yuki Teikei Haikti:'. 

______________ ,_, _________ .. _______ �---------�-� 
Haiku Journal . 

Patricia Machmiller 

FIRST CLASS 



Contest sponsored by Yuki Teikei Haiku Society ar�cheduled for June 

7, 1980 at the Hyatt House Hotel, San Jose, beginning at 1:30 p.m. 
Members and their guests a.re welcome. 

3. Yuki Teikei Haiku Society has been invited to display issues of the 
Haiku Journal as well the Geppo Newsletter at the Tapestry & Talent 

Event in the Civic Auditorium, San Jose, July 4, 5, and 6th. The display 

will be coordinated with the exhibits of other poetry organizations in 
the area. 

4. Dr. Edwin A. Falkowski has suggested that perhaps the membership 
would like to CONSIDER the possibility of publishing a haiku anthology 

with each member purchasing of page space. Comments of members would 
be appreciated. let us hear from you. 

5. SEKIDAI for the meeting: Strawberry, Calf, and Approaching summer. 
Voting - First Place: 

A bit of sourness 

reminds me of my first love, 

strawberry-milkshake 

Kiyoshi Tokutomi 

As the boys walk by 

girls quickly hush their gigling -

approaching summer Jeff)" r.Ju:U 
6. Jerj,- Ball asked for help with a haiku he was writing which needed a 

thi:rd line: 

Having ca.ught•the mouse 
he wants to catch it again 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? 

His idea: A mouse was in the garage - was caught by the cat, the cat 
was playing with the mouse - letting it go, etc. 
Some ideas suggested• 

a) and again ••• again 

b) the cold garage floor ('cold• as a KIGO) 

A better idea? You judge: 

Having caught the mouse 

wanting to catch it again -

kitten lets it go ('kitten' as a KIGO) 

Halloween Haiku Contest by Poems and Poets 

Deadline\ October 1 , 1980 
KIGO: Halloween 
Entry Fee: $1.00 

Numbers of Haiku: Four un-published haiku, -no·more or·no- less. 

Please contact the following address for details. 
Poems and Poets 
Lewis Sanders 



KIGO: Memorial Day and other spring KIGO 

1. Gusty April First -
Sweet fragrances billowing 
Toward the mountains 

2. · Wisteria basking 
in the quiet sun ••• Suddenly 
the windmill turns 

J. Drifting April fogs -
on the ocean's horizon 
Gray whales moving North 

4. A breeze in the glen -
the buds of the cottonwood 
brushing the bluebells 

5. Again the poppies 
golden in the morning sun -
song of the thrasher 

We apologize to the authors 
for omiiting above five haiku 
from last month KUKO. 

6. The sounds of wild geese 
emerging, disappearing 
in the spring night sky 

7. In the stony creek 
the spring willow' s reflection 
comes and goes with rain 

8. The spring sun goes down 
lighting on a stranger's face
highrise wind.ow pane 

9. With drums and flowers 
children march to the graveyard. 
What's this all about? 

10. Rebel, Great-Uncle 
Grandfather, firm Union man, 
share one monument. 

11. 

12. 

16. 

18. 

19. 

Memorial Day? 
Who remembers grim Sherman 
Southern States in flames? 
Memorial Day? 
Visit, not graves, but homesteads 
--- loved by ancestors. 
Memorial Da:y: 
stuck in the evergreen wreath 
a model airplane 

"How Life's Beauty Goes" 
our minister announces, 
then blows soap bubbles 

Heading the winners 
in our frog-jumping contest 
Kiyoshi's cricket! 
Memorial Day 
Mom drives us to a green grave 
And then we picnic. 
my new jogging shoes 
may be all muddy before 
I pass by her house 

in this warming slough 
gars flash the water in pairs 
then slither away 
Aging mother's wreath 
for son's love of the country 
Memorial Day 

1 9 8 O 
- GOGATSU -

May KUKO 

20. Viewing inland sea 

21. 

23. 

first meeting of the cousins 
full spring on the hill 

The cherry blossoms 
feasted with rice cake and wine 
at fore-father's land 
Memorial Day 

C\ _ nf JfV'V Placing on grand.mother's grave 
�-Lilacs from her ya.rd � 

Old soldiers riding 
In memorial parade; 
Ballgame in the park 

24. In memoriam: 
On the scrubby seaside grave 
A wind-rippled flag 

25. A pair of swallows 
momentarily quiet -
their nest unfinished ••• 

26. To solve the riddle 
of the �pring ocean, I search ••• 
for just the right log! 

27. pock marks of sharp beaks, 
and scratches of swallows feet -
mud of spring marshes ••• 

28. A garden grew from 
nothing but sand and ashes. 
God's green fingers. 

29. Round a fallen tree 

. 
the pink and white campion 
drink from cup of smiles. 

JO. Aerobatic wind 

31. 

flings sobbing leaves back to trees. 
Angry birds shelter. 

Acid memories --
All the flowers in the world 
raise no slaughtered dead 

A wary blue-jay 
tries quick dips in the birdbath --

J 

Water-jewels fly! 
')1� Dainty plum blossoms --

� 
This small paper umbrella 
on its way to school••• 

35. 

36. 

38. 

Memorial Day 
Wispy cloud over the sun 

' "Just a toy gun, Mom" 
Maple at sunrise: 
Chipping sparrow's staccato 
from dots of spring green. 
Sunlit skunk cabbage 
clasped tight by the waterline 
spreads dark reflections 

The wind bangs the door 
the spring sea charges the beach -
how softly the bird •••• 

Walking the woods path; 
first we smell them •••• then we see 
lilacs out of reach 

Calm spring sea inlet; 
seven ducks slowly towing 
seven images 



40. 

43. 

44. 

46. 

48. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

Memorial Day; 
placing a single red rose 
in the swift ebb tide 

Memorial Day. • • 
, J e1', all is silent till the sound 1� 

of taps blows through us. ,{ ·.,,,,,::::, 
Memorial Day ••• 
one worm ••• two feisty robins 
squawking battles cries. 

Ione farm boy para.des 
crayoned flag on his shoulder ••• 
Memorial Day 

Green grass carpets graves 
Flowers where visitors pause 
Memorial Day 

Soft spring rays reveal 
Cloud shadows climb green mountains 
Like sheep eating grass. 

Feathery leaflets 
And heavenly blue trumpets 
Jacaranda tree 

The sun at spring noon; 
bottom of the rain barrel 
still soggy with leaves. 

In the old wood shed 
as many vernal sunbeams 
as there a.re knot-holes. 

Spring fields in the rain; 
soft patches of brown and white 
among the dim trees 

Memorial Day; 
dreaming of sun-lit children 
picking daffodils. 

Distant thunderstorm; 
scent of saskatoon blossoms 
spilling into May. 

Dusk falls later now 
in Saskatchewan, only 
stars reshape summer. 

His wife's hand placing 
fresh spring flowers once again 
military grave 

Two backyards away 
·1acy blossoms on black twigs, 
gnarled pear tree still lives! 

Crushed to earth by rain 
young pansy petals in mud -
puddles of color! 

Memorial Day 
Row on row of white crosses 
and new flower wreaths. 

A sudden spring breeze 
preened duck feathers ripple on 
moving lake water. 

My chronicle of 
�asted time could fill a book 
Spring fever again. 

While gazing upon 
thrashing spring sea I became 
one with throb of life. 

Memorial Day 
as soldiers march in para.de ••• 
courage hostages ! 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

66. 

68. 

70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

White-capped, rolling, green 
ocean waves dance wildly back 
forth hiding secrets 

Alone on the beach 
and over the spring time sea 
a light rain darkens 

Planting strawberries 
in the broken old tea pot 
how it pleases me 

Iris petals rise 
like blue sky in the evening 
as the lights wink on 

Shadow of windmill 
moves in the tall grass except 
for the wind-blurred vanes 

The last day of Lent -
more lookers before window 
of the bakery 

As we round the bend 
a shitepoke* takes to the air -
drips off facet strand 

* the green heron, pronounced 
"shy-poke". 

Memorial Day: 
the rifle salute and taps -
the old Vet shudders 

Before their curfew 
the smell of roasting weiners 
blends with children's shouts 

The tractor clawing 
clumsily up the incline 
refines the dark earth 

Widow's white rose& 
blue hyacinth, red tulips 
Memorial Day 

Laughing girls skip 'round 
a ribbon-braided Maypole 
bright as bird plumage. 

Gray rain slants bleakly 
on bright pink plastic roses 
Memorial Day 

Maypole Days long gone. 
So I paint, frame May Basket, 
To hang on friend's door. 

Fresh green leaves thrill me. 
Trying to match the color, 
Pencils, oils ••• say no. 

Suddenly, the sun. 
Morning fog burns off by noon. 
Must go, no excuse. 

Single flower on grave 
Memorial Day token 
lone figure bows head 

Almond-blossoms scent 
Japanese garden wedding 
waterfall music 

Colorful carp flags 
flutter high above farm house 
how many boys there? 

In lines--old soldiers, 
broken--white crosses, precise; 
Memorial Day 

4 



81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

90. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

94, 

9.5. 

96. 

97, 

98, 

99, 

100. 

101. 

Memorial Day; 
trembling beside the gravestone-
a baby sparrow 

a flag lapel-pin 
gleaming on his ragged coat; 
Memorial Day 

Underwater ghosts 
of pear trees in delta flood 
dream of ripened fruit. 

The ghosts of pear trees 
in spring flood of delta isle 
dream of ripened fruit. 

Old orpheum brick 
resisting spring wrecking ball -
my shattering dreams 

Many years later 
parades, speeches and picnics; 
memory of dead dreams. 

Fledgling orioles 
overflow their hammock nest, 
chirp consternation. 

Trees burst into leaf 
Birds build nests and lay their eggs, 
song warns intruders 

Tumbling grey clouds 
fishermen with bait and line 
the bleak, spring ocean 

Heels flatten dry grass 
clouds scurry across the sky 
pale autumn--full moon 

Memorial Day 
dandelions by fresh grave 
a cock crows again 

Old men still marching-
Memorial day para.de •• 
The legless youth sneers. 

First windstorm of Spring •• 
branches knock at my window, 
but no one answers 

One eye still showing, 
Toad digs deeper in the mud, 
Hearing the children 

The spring sea darkens ••• 
from glass eye of the lighthouse 
a more intense gaze 

Forget-me-nots 
for the bowl before his picture, •• 
Memorial Day 

The old Indian 
puts on his feathered hea.dress-
Memorial Day 

An unknown bird cry 
and beat of wings overhead 
through the drifting mist 

Just a boy and girl 
hand in hand strolling the sand-
halo 'round the moon 

Memorial Day 
a para.de of bright flowers 
adorn the old graves. 

Sunday an old man 
places roses on new grave 
sits alone on bench 

102. 

104. 

105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

111. 

112. 

115. 

116. 

117. 

118. 

119. 

120. 

121. 

122. 

Shadows on the porch 
mockingbirds song fills the air 
porch swing slowly rocks, 

fife and drum sounds fa.de 
into the distant green shade; 
Memorial Day 

Memorial Day; 
Old doorman in tuxedo 
salutes a soldier. 

Girl bu;ys a red rose 
in the hospital gift shop-
keeping Mother's Day ••• 

May Day in the park: 
The boy gets out of his car 
to dance in light rain ••• 

Memorial Day 
on window of empty house 
a faded gold star 

Fragrant marsh grasses 
edge the lake with sharp May blades-
a crane rises clear, 

Magnolia bush 
glossy under the spring moon 
rocks split by root strength. 

Soft ginkgo seedlings 
carpet the concrete driveway-
infant forest dies. 

Decoration Day 
the jar of blue irises 
beside the white cross 

In his first parade, 
small drummer-boy out of step-
Memorial Day 

This May thirtieth: 
someone has placed a small f�� .nil 
in the angel's hand �- F

�-

Trembling hands hold wreath 
Memorial Day honor 
old woman bows head 

Single flower in vase 
Memorial Day token 
this year, her birthdate 

Almond-blossoms scent 
Japanese garden wedding 
waterfall music 

Colorful carp flags 
flutter high above farm house 
how many boys there? 

Memorial Day 
even the flagpole fittings 
clang as marchers pass 

Memorial Day 
air-force veteran watching 
wind dissolve jet stream 

Memorial Day 
motorbikes scarring the slope 
where battle once raged 

In a color dream 
in and out of the green leaves 
she's picking cherries 

On a cobweb thread 
a single spruce needle 
twirling in the wind 

hangs t-.�� 
�-�· u 

.5 



123. Dropped from the lilac 
now edging the candle cup 
the green worm circles 

124. Memorial Day: 
shadows intrude with shadows
the wind with voices 

125. Small beaks full of twigs
the sparrows, so diligent ••• 
the cat, so watchful 

126. graveyard graver still 
fifty stars at every cross -
Memorial Day 

127. lepers left by war 
under light of broken sky 
Memorial Day 

128. across the gravestone 
Memorial Day comment 
whispered web design 

129. This May Day parade 
only reminds me of him 
in memorium 

130. 

131. 

132. 

Beside her tombstone 
I lay the pink peonies-
How Mother loved them! 

My small granddaughter-
with a smile and a rosebush 
on this Mother's Day. 

No place to sit down, 
benches and beach sites taken; 
Memorial Day. 

133. 

?-

136. 

137. 

�t<- ,(�) 
138. 

Parks and beaches crowded, 
the cemetary not so -
Memorial Day. 

Nothing now remains 
for her but to watch 
returning in pairs 

Spring graduation

mallards� 

ca� first crayoned mother's day 
hidden in my purse 

Waiting, his musket 
cradled in trembling fingers
Memorial Day 

She fingers the name 
among names carved on the plaque -
Memorial Day 

in old uniform 

,ol� 
139. 

he stands a little straighter 
Memorial Day 

140. 

141. 

Still at the headland 
most of wrecked sailing vessel 
departing spring day 

Mail delivery boat 
arrives at the lighthouse isle 
approaching summer 

submarine appeared 
fluttering national flag 
against the May breeze 

Non-Teikei-Haiku 

142. Sun, U bolt orange, 
Configure yur GREEN changes, 
FR.AME: the rose!!!!!!! 

143. Oh bluebird! 
Sweep me to luv sweetness 
A bri te harbinger ! ! ! 

6 . --• 



. . ,. 

@ * 
E. Gilliam 
K 1. 12 5 

2. --- 0 
3. --- 1 

J. Walker 
Y 4. 3 1 

5. --- 5 
Y K 6. --- 3 

E. Falkowski 
7. --- 2 

8. --- 2 
Y K 9. --- 2 1 

L. Cruciana 
10. --- 9 7 
11. --- 6 

Y K 12. --- 13 4 

C. Buckaway 
13. --- 6 2 
14. --- 4 
15. --- 2 1 

R. Spriggs 
16. 0 
17. --- 9 
18. --- 1 

E. Dunlop 
19. 1 

K 20. ---
21. ---

15 4 
7 3 

J. Sauer 
22. 2 1 
23. --- 2 2 
24. --- 5 · 

B. Sweeney 
28. 3 1 
29. --- 8 
30. --- 8 1 

S. Stone 
Y!K 31. 6 3 

32. --- 1 
33. --- 2 

c. Bower 
34. 2 
35. --- 3 
36. --- 7 

J. Hargan 
37. O 
38. --- O 
39. --- O 

G. Newcomb 
40. 0 

41. --- 2 

42. --- 2 

I. Edwards 
43. 5 
44. 0 

45. O 

I. Wolfe 
46. 1 
47. 1 

S. Youngdahl 
48. --- 4 
49. 1 
50. --- 2 

3 

1 

1 

7 

1 9 8 0 

Results of April Evaluation 

@ * 
P. Scher 

51. 1 
52. --- 2 
53. --- 1 

H. Lawler 
54. --- 11 2 
55. --- 4 1 

Y K 56. --- 10 2 

D. Rogers 
57. --- 0 

K 58. --- 6 3 
59. --- 1 

R. Roseliep 
60. --- 4 
61. --- 5 1 
62. --- 9 3 

M. Horton 
63. --- 6 
64. --- 6 

Y 65. --- 4 1 

T. Fowler 
66. --- 6 1 
67. --- 8 4 

Y!K! 68. --- 4 1 

H. Dalton 
69. 9 

M. Hill 
Y K! 70. 5 

71. --- 6 
72. --- 1 

R. Yarrow. 
73. 7 
74. 3 
75. 3 

H. Poles 
76. --- 2 

M. Richardson 
77. --- 2 
78. --- 3 
79. --- 5 

K. Chamberlain 
80. 0 

W. Greig 
81. ') 

.J 

1 

1 

K 82. 12 1 
P. Schuck 

Y K! 83. 9 2 
Y K 84. 8 1 

85. --- 4 
J. Ball 

86. --- 6 4 
87. --- 10 
88. --- 2 2 

D. Greenlee 
89. 3 
90. --- 0 
91. --- 3 2 

F. Otter 
K 92. 

93. 
94. 

5 2 
0 

3 1 

@ * 
D. Braida 

Y K 95. --- 7 

S. Helene 
96. --- 1 

K 97. --- 7 
98. --- 6 

A. Tao 
99. --- O 

100. --- 1 
Y K 101. --- 4 

R. Biciche 
102. --- 6 

Y! 103, --- 4 
104. --- 2 

B. Cameron 
105. O 
106. --- 1 
107. --- 0 

L. Winder 
K 108. 8 

S. Sikes 
109. 
110. 
111. 

J. Currier 

0 
3 
0 

Y 112. 5 
B. McCoy 

5 

4 

1 

1 

4 

113. --- 21 5 
114. --- 7 
115. --- 3 

V. Chappel 
116. 1 
117. --- 1 
118. --- 1 

T. Yamagata 
119. --- 2 
120. 0 
121. --- 2 

Mr, Teruo Yamagata's Comments: 

I feel it is necessary (I may say essential) 

for a judge of haiku to have an all-encompassing 

knowledge, I have visited many museums and 

churches in Italy and other European countries, 

and I keenly felt that I would not have been able 

to understand or appreciate the famous paintings 

and other arts without a knowledge of Christianity 

and its history. In the same way a judge of haiku 

should be widely read and well-educated, 

Even if one has tried ha.rd to learn one's know

ledge will be still limited, In 95 and 101 there 

are short explanations which are very helpful for 

us, although I have heard so much of "Okei" 

(f�t Japanese immigrant to the United States) 

before. 

It has been said that selecting haiku is much 

more difficult than writing haiku. 
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GOGATSU is also the month when paper carps are flown from the Japanese 

roof tops where a son was born during the previous yea:r. The family of a new 
born boy wish him to grow strong like a carp which has the strength to swim up 
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KIGO Collection by Dr. Jun-ichi Sakuma 

We are very happy to announce that the editors of Haiku Journal are 
prepairing to publish the preliminary KIGO Collection compiled by Dr. Jun-ichi 
Sakuma. Editorial Announcement will be forth coming in a future GEPPO. 

May Meeting - May 10, 1980 

Kiyoshi & Kiyoko 
Tokutomi 

The Secretary's Report 

- By Bobbie Ieiser -

1. Dr. Jun-ichi Sakuma 's book; Freg_uency of Kigo in English Haiku, is in 

the printing stage. It will be offered to the members in the near 
future. 

2. Award Ceremonies for the Third Annual International Yuki Teikei Haiku 

Haiku Journal 

FIRST CLASS 



Contest sponsored by Yuki Te kei Haiku Society arescheduled for June 

7, 1980 at the Hyatt House Hotel, San Jose, beginning at 1:30 p.m. 
Members and their guests are welcome. 

3. Yuki Teikei Haiku Society has been invited to display issues of the 
Haiku Journal as well the Geppo Newsletter at the Tapestry & Talent 

Event in the Civic Auditorium, San Jose, July 4, 5, and 6th. The display 

will be coordinated with the exhibits of other poetry organizations in 
the area. 

4. Dr. Edwin A. Falkowski has suggested that perhaps the membership 
would like to CONSIDER the possibility of publishing a haiku anthology 
with each member purchasing of page space. Comments of members would 
be appreciated. let us hear from you. 

5. SEKIDAI for the meeting: Strawberry, Calf, and Approaching summer. 

Voting - First Place: 

A bit of sourness 

reminds me of my first love, 
strawberry-milkshake 

Kiyoshi Tokutomi 

As the boys walk by 

girls quickly hush their gigling -

approaching summer 

6. Jery Ball asked for help with a haiku he was writing which needed a 
third line: 

Having caught the mouse 
he wants to catch it again 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? 

His idea: A mouse was in the garage - was caught by the cat, the cat 

was playing with the mouse - letting it go, etc. 
Some ideas suggested• 

a) and again ••• again 
b) the cold garage floor ('cold' as a KIGO) 
A better idea? You judge: 

Having caught the mouse 

wanting to catch it again -

kitten lets it go ('kitten' as a KIGO) 

Halloween Haiku Contest by Poems and Poets 

Deadline: October 1, 1980 
KIGO: Halloween 

Entry Fee: $1.00 

Numbers of Haiku: Four un-published haiku, -no:c·more ·or ··no� less. 

Please contact the following address for details. 
Poems and Poets 
lewis Sanders 



KIGO: Memorial Day and other spring KIGO 

1 • Gusty April First -
Sweet fragrances billowing 
Toward the mountains 

2. Wisteria basking 
., in the quiet sun ••• Suddenly 

the windmill turns 

3. Drifting AJ>ril � -
on the ocean's horizon 
Gray �s moving North 

4. 

6. 

8. 

A breeze in the glen -
the buds of the cottonwood 
brushing the bluebells 

Again the poppies 
golden in the morning sun -
song of the thrasher 

We apologize to the authors 
for omiiting above five haiku 
from last month KUKO. 

The sounds of wild geese 
emerging, disappeafin§.

in the spring night sky 
In the stony creek 
the spring willow's reflection 
comes and goes with rain 

The spring sun goes down 
lighting on a stranger's face
highrise window pane 
With drums and flowers 
children march to the graveyard. 
What's this all about? 

1 9 8 O 
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20. Viewing inland sea 

21. 

first meeting of the cousins 
full spring on the hill 

The cherry blossoms 
feasted with rice cake and wine 
at fore-father's land 

22. Memorial Day 
, Placing on grandmother's grave 

Lilacs from her yard 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

Old soldiers riding 
In memorial parade; 
Ballgame in the park 

In memoriam: 
On the scrubby seaside grave 
A wind-rippled flag 
A pair of swallows "l.�c.• 
momentarily quiet -
their nest unfinished••• 

To solve the riddle 1 
of the spring ocean, I search ••:J 
for just the right log! 

pock marks of sharp beaks� 
and scratches of swallows feet -
mud of spring�shes ••• 

A garden grew from 
nothing but sand and ashes. 
God's green fingers. 

Round a fallen tree 
the pink and white campion 
drink from cup of smiles. 

' 10. • Rebel, Great�e 
Grandfather,\!� Union man, � � � 

\-.�' share one monument. 
'-:)� �� 

30. Acrobatic wind " trees. , � flings sobbing leaves back to 
Angry birds shelter. 

1-
Acid memories -- K' ,� 11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Memorial Day? 
Who remembers grim Sherman 
Southern States in flames? 
Memorial Day? 
Visit, not graves, but homesteads 
--- loved by ancestors. 
Memorial Day: 
stuck in the evergreen wreath 
a model airplane 

"How Life's-Beauty Goes" 
our minister announces, 
then blows soap bubbles 

Heading the winners 
in our frog-jumping contest 
Kiyoshi's cricket! 

16 • .,Memorial Day 
Mom drives us to a green grave 
And then we picnic. 

18. 

my new jogging shoes A't. 
may be all mtddy before ��u • 
I pass by her house 

in this warming slough 
gars flash the water in pairs 
then slither away 

Aging mother's wreath 
for son's love of t�e country 
Memorial Day 

\ �"'' \� 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 
•• 

35. 

36. 

• 39. 

All the flowers in the world� � raise no slaughtered dead 11/ C(I) 

A wary blue-jay 

' / �f. 
tries quick dips in the birdbath -- t d 
Water-jewels fly! 'rlGtl� 1 � 
Dainty plum blossoms -- f "' 
This small paper umbrella "-. Kl 
on its way to school • • • 

�; f 
Memorial Day 'iJ' f 

, Wispy cloud over the � 
� 5 "Just a toy D'nn Mom" c�• � 

Maple at sunrise: 

k Chipping sparrow's staccato 
from dots of spring green. 

� 
Sunlit skunk cabbage 

r clasped tight by the waterline 
spreads dark reflections 

� 
The wind bangs the door 

\ the spring sea charges the beach --
how softly the bird • • • •  

Walking the woods path; 
first we smell them •••• then we see 
lilacs out of reach 

Calm spring sea inlet; 
seven ducks slowly towing 
seven images 



40. 

• 

41. 

42. 

43. • 

44. 

• 

-
48. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

So. 

"'-"t\,..,,�\" -
�"\) """ \,'t� �· •"C.. «,� . 

·� �N\ �,. .. ,, 
Memorial Day; 
placing a single red� 
in the swift ebb tide 

Memorial Day ••• 
all is silent till the sound / 
of taps (Wows::t.�h J!3> 
Memorial Day ••• 
one worm ••• two feisty robins 
squawking battles cries. 

Ione farm boy parades 
crayoned flag on his shoulder ••• 
Memorial Day 

Green grass carpets graves 
Flowers where visitors pause 
Memorial Day 

Soft spring rays reveal 
Cloud shadows climb green mountains 
Like sheep eating grass. 

Feathery leaflets 
And heavenly blue trumpets 
Jacaranda tree 

The sun at spring noon; 
bottom of the rain barrel 
still soggy with leaves. 

In the old wood shed 
as many vernal sunbeams 
as there are knot-holes. 

Spring fields in the rain; 
soft patches of brown and white 
among the dim trees 

Memorial Day; 
dreaming of sun-lit children 
picking daffodils. 

Distant thunderstorm; 
scent of saskatoon blossoms 
spilling into May. 

Dusk falls later now 
in Saskatchewan, only 
stars reshape summer. 

His wife's hand placing 
fresh spring flowers once again 
military grave 

Two backyards away 
lacy blossoms on black twigs, 
gnarled pear tree still lives! 

Crushed to earth by rain 
young pansy petals in mud -
puddles of color! 

Memorial Day 
Row on row of white crosses 
and new flower wreaths. 

A sudden spring breeze 
preened duck feathers ripple on 
moving lake water. 

My chronicle of 
wasted time could fill a book 
Spring fever again. 

While gazing upon 
thrashing spring sea I became 
one with throb of life. 

Memorial Day 
as soldiers march in parade ••• 
courage hostages ! 

61. White-capped, rolling, green 
ocean waves dance wildly back 
forth hiding secrets 

62. Alone on the beach 
and over the spring time sea 
a light rain darkens 

63. Planting strawberries 
in the broken old tea pot 
how it pleases me 

64. Iris petals rise 
like blue sky in the evening 
as the lights wink on 

65. Shadow of windmill 
moves in the tall grass except 
for the wind-blurred vanes 

66. The last day of Lent -
more lookers before window 
of the bakery 

67. As we round the bend 
a shitepoke* takes to the air -
drips off facet strand 

* the green heron, pronounced 
"shy-poke". 

68. Memorial Day: 
the rifle salute and taps -
the old Vet shudders 

69. Before their curfew 
the smell of roasting weiners 
blends with children's shouts 

70. The tractor clawing 
clumsily up the incline 
refines the dark earth 

71. Widow's white roses 
blue hyacinth, red tulips 
Memorial Day 

72. laughing girls skip 'round 
a ribbon-braided Maypole 
bright as bird plumage. 

73. Gray rain slants bleakly 
on bright pink plastic roses 
Memorial Day 

74. Maypole Days long gone. 
So I paint, frame May Basket, 
To hang on friend's door. 

7 5. Fresh green leaves thrill me. 
Trying to match the color, 
Pencils, oils ••• say no. 

76. Suddenly, the sun. 
Morning fog burns off by noon. 
Must go, no excuse. 

77. Single flower on grave 
Memorial Day token 
lone figure bows head 

78. Almond-blossoms scent 
Japanese garden wedding 
waterfall music 

79. Colorful carp flags 
flutter high above farm house 
how many boys there? 

80. In lines--old soldiers, 
broken--white crosses, precise; 
Memorial Day 

� 



81. 

82. 

83. 

Memorial Day; 
trembling beside the gravestone-
a baby sparrow 

a flag lapel-pin 
gleaming on his ragged coat; 
Memorial Day 

Underwater ghosts 
of pear trees in delta flood 
dream of ripened fruit. 

84. The ghosts of pear trees 
in spring flood of delta isle 
dream of ripened fruit. 

85. Old orpheum brick 
resisting spring wrecking ball -
my shattering dreams 

86. Many years later 
parades, speeches and picnics; 
memory of dead dreams. 

87. Fledgling orioles 
overflow their hammock nest, 
chirp consternation. 

88. Trees burst into leaf 
Birds build nests and lay their eggs, 
song warns intruders 

89. Tumbling grey clouds 
fishermen with bait and line 
the bleak, spring ocean 

90. Heels flatten dry grass 
clouds scurry across the sky 
pale auturnn--full moon 

91. Memorial Day 
dandelions by fresh grave 
a cock crows again 

92. Old men still marching-
Memorial day parade •• 
The legless youth sneers. 

93. First windstorm of Spring •• 
branches knock at my window, 
but no one answers 

94. 

95. 

97. 

98, 

100. 

101. 

One eye still showing, 
Toad digs deeper in the mud, 
Hearing the children 

The spring sea darkens ••• 
from glass eye of the lighthouse 
a more intense gaze 

Forget-me-nots 
for the bowl before his picture ••• 
Memorial Day 

The old Indian 
puts on his feathered headress-
Memorial Day 

An unknown bird cry 
and beat of wings overhead 
through the drifting mist 

Just a boy and girl 
hand in hand strolling the sand-
halo 'round the moon 

Memorial Day 
a parade of bright flowers 
adorn the old graves. 

Sunday an old man 
places roses on new grave 
sits alone on bench 

102. Shadows on the porch 
mockingbirds song fills the air 
porch swing slowly rocks. 

103. fife and drum sounds fade 
into the distant green shade; 
Memorial Day 

104. Memorial Day; 
Old doorman in tuxedo 
salutes a soldier. 

105. Girl bu;ys a red rose 
in the hospital gift shop-
keeping Mother's Day ••• 

106. May Day in the park: 
The boy gets out of his car 
to dance in light rain ••• 

107. Memorial Day 
on window of empty house 
a faded gold star 

108. Fragrant marsh grasses 
edge the lake with sharp May blades-
a crane rises clear. 

109. Magnolia bush 
glossy under the spring moon 
rocks split by root strength. 

110. Soft ginkgo seedlings 
carpet the concrete driveway-
infant forest dies. 

111. Decoration Day 
the jar of blue irises 
beside the white cross 

112. In his first parade, 
small drummer-boy out of step-
Memorial Day 

113• This May thirtieth: 
someone has placed a small flag 
in the angel's hand 

114. Trembling hands hold wreath 
Memorial Day honor 
old woman bows head 

115. Single flower in vase 
Memorial Day token 
this year, her birthdate 

116. Almond-blossoms scent 
Japanese garden wedding 
waterfall music 

117. Colorful carp flags 
flutter high above farm house 
how many boys there? 

118. Memorial Day 
even the flagpole fittings 
clang as marchers pass 

119. Memorial Day 
air-force veteran watching 
wind dissolve jet stream 

120. .Memorial Day 
motorbikes scarring the slope 
where battle once raged 

121. In a color dream 
in and out of the green leaves 
she 's picking cherries 

122. On a cobweb thread 
a single spruce needle hangs 
twirling in the wind 

5 



123. Dropped from the lilac 
now edging the candle cup 
the green worm circles 

124. Memorial Day: 
shadows intrude with shadows
the wind with voices 

1 25. Small beaks full of twigs
the sparrows, so diligent ••• 
the cat, so watchful 

126. graveyard graver still 
fifty stars at every cross -
Memorial Day 

127. lepers left by war 
under light of broken sky 
Memorial ·Day 

128. across the gravestone 
Memorial Day comment 
whispered web design 

129. This May Day parade 
only reminds me of him 
in memorium 

1 30. Beside her tombstone 
I lay the pink peonies-
How Mother loved them! 

1 31.  My small granddaughter-
with a smile and a rosebush 
on this Mother's Day. 

132. No place to sit down, 
benches and beach sites taken; 
Memorial Day. 

133. Parks and beaches crowded, 
the cemetary not so -
Memorial Day. 

134. Nothing now remains 
for her but to watch mallards 
returning in pairs 

135• Spring graduation-
first crayoned mother's day card 
hidden in my purse 

1.36. Waiting, his musket 
cradled in trembling fingers
Memorial Day 

137. She fingers the name 
among names carved on the plaque -
Memorial Day 

1J8. in old uniform 
he stands a little straighter -
Memorial Day 

1 39. Still at the headland 
most of wrecked sailing vessel 
departing spring day · 

140. Mail delivery boat 
arrives at the lighthouse isle 
approaching summer 

141. submarine appeared 
fluttering national flag 
against the May breeze 

Non-Teikei-Haiku 

142. Sun, U bolt orange, 
Configure yur GREEN changes, 
FRAME the rose !!!!!!! 

43. Oh bluebird! 
Sweep me to luv sweetness 
A brite harbinger!!! 
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lliam 
K 1. --- 12 i) 

2. --- O 
3. --- 1 

1 9 8 0 
Results of April Evaluation 

@ 

P. Scher 
51. 1 
52. --- 2 

53. --- 1 

* @ 

D. Braida 
Y K 95. --- 7 
S. Helene 

96. --- 1 

7 

* 
5 

4 J. Walker 
y 4. 3 

5. 5 

1 c _ 54. _'."'.'=-=--_.1 .... 1 -2-=> 

cZ-:i:--�i-...c.ig::'..!.:-=====_.:'.:1�0 -=-b 

H. Ia.wler K 97. --- 7 
98. --- 6 

A. Tao ---
y K 6. --- 3 99. --- 0 
E. Falkowski 

7. --- 2 

8. --- 2 3 

D. Rogers 
57. 0 

K 58. --- 6 

100. --- 1 
y K 101. --- 4 1 

R, Biciche 
Y K  9. --- 2 1 . 59. --- 1 

102. --- 6 1 
✓ L. Cruciana 

10. --- 9 7 
R. Roseliep 

60. --- 4 
61. --- 5 

Y! 103. --- 4 
104. --- 2 

11. --- 6 
(2�=1?:--:-: 13 0 j 62. --- 9 .. 

Horton 

B. Cameron 
105. 0 
106. --- 1 C. Buckaway 

13. --- 6 2 
14. --- 4 
15. --- 2 1 

R, Spriggs 
16. O 

� 17. --- 9 
18. --- 1 

E. Dunlop 

J. Sauer 
22. 2 1 
23, --- 2 2 
24. --- 5 

B. Sweeney 
28. 3 1 
29. --- 8 
30. --- 8 1 

S, Stone 
Y! K 31. --- 6 3 

32. --- 1 
33. --- 2 

C. Bower 
34. 2 
35. --- 3 
36. --- 7 

J.Hargan 
37. o 
38. --- O 
39. --- O 

G. Newcomb 
40. O 
41. --- 2 
42. --- 2 

I. Edwards 
43. 5 
44. 0 
45. o 

I. Wolfe 
46. --- 1 
47. --- 1 

S. Youngdahl 
48. --- 4 
49. 1 
50. --- 2 

3 

1 

1 

M. 
63. --- 6 107. --- 0 
64. --- 6 

y 65. --- 4 1 L. Winder 
K 108. 8 4 

T. Fowler 
66. --- 6 1 
67. --- 8 4 

Y! K! 68. --- 4 1 --- · -·-
s. Sikes 

109. 0 
110. 3 
111. 0 

H. Dalton 
✓ 69. 9 1 J. Currier 

y 112. --- 5 
M. Hill 

y K! 70. 5 
71. --- 6 
72. --- 1 1 

B. McCQL-----
<...._ 113. --- 21 5_) 

114. --- 7 
115. --- 3 

R. Yarrow 
73. 7 
74. 3 
75. 3 

v. Chappel 
116. 1 
117. --- 1 
118. --- 1 

H. Poles 
76. --- 2 T. Yamagata 

119. --- 2 
M. Richardson 120. --- 0 

77. --- 2 121. --- 2 

78. --- 3 
79. --- 5 

K. Chamberlain 
80. 0 

Mr. Teruo Yamagata's Comments: 

I feel it is necessary (I may say essential) 
w. Greig for a judge of haiku to have an all-encompassing 

81. 'J 

C K 82 • r2=:D knowledge. I have visited many museums and 
churches in Italy and other European countries, ✓ P. Schuck 

Y K! 8J. 9 2 and I keenly felt that I would not have been able 
L K ��: ___ � 1 to understand or appreciate the famous paintings 

J. Ball and other arts without a knowledge of Christianity 
86. --- 6 4 and its history. In the same way a judge of haiku 

c-g�: ::: �0 _? should be widely read and well-educated. 

D. Greenlee 
89. 3 
90. --- 0 
91. --- 3 

F. Otter 
K 92. 5. 

93. 0 
94. 3 

2 

2 

1 

Even if one has tried hard to learn one' s know

ledge will be still limited. In 95 and 101 there 

are short explanations which are very helpful for 
us, although I have heard so much of "Okei" 
(first Japanese immigrant to the United States) 

before. 

It has been said that selecting haiku is much 

more difficult than writing haiku. 


